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Snow illuminated brilliant blue and any feelings
Of decay slowly sigh and melt back
Down my troubled beating heart

It is a rut we are in or maybe
Class and I find that there is I
Out there because I crave it.

For fissures rise and give way to the
Person underneath as exposing a still
Warm loaf of fresh bakery bread

If not for worth. there is alwc
Somebody else's now and for
Whole hole layer and later we

Aging is my tender white flesh
Dying is my clear childhood innocence
Unstable is my black mind

Trust. beauty and friendship
As betrayal. regret and jealo
Hate. trust in me and know r

Perhaps life will wink out while never
Knowing why. to something more than
Even pure and good imagination might alter

When purity taints while other
Watch, judge not the oppres~
Soulless embodiment of POw€

From lessons learned both clear white
And cut black to wisdom beyond a
Conscious solely fitting of one pure culture

So look out into eternity. sno
Shining as thoughts drift thrOL
Cosm. and still my troubled t

The swinging hand moves on slipping always
Past. never before. a shiny window neither about
Life nor death but dark evening freedom

Indulce decorum.
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It is a rut we are in or maybe a
Class and I find that there is more
Out there because I crave it, need it
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If not for worth. there is always
Somebody else's now and forever a
Whole hole layer and later worn through
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Trust. beauty and friendship are to love
As betrayal. regret and jealousy are to
Hate. trust in me and know not the other
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When purity taints while others only
Watch, judge not the oppressor but the
Soulless embodiment of power behind. ebbing
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So look out into eternity. snow no longer
Shining as thoughts drift through the
Cosm, and still my troubled beating heart
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Indulce decorum ...

